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NATIONAL PARKS IN HAWAII
National Park Service
Cultural Resources Library
San Francisco, CaliforniaWade W. McCall

Soil Management Specialist

It is important that we know what private and pub- waii. We chose national parks because they are of
lic recreational facilities are available for our use. interest to all people of the nation and are established

Private facilities are controlled by nonpublic or- to preserve these areas in their natural state.
ganizations, groups or agencies and have limited These parks are administered by the Department
access for use. of Interior for use by the public. They are developed

Public recreational facilities are established, con- to provide maximum use by a large number of people.
structed, administered and maintained by government These areas are controlled to prevent destruction due
agencies. The federal government provides national to carelessness, accidents or maliciousness and are
parks, monuments, and historical parks. State govern- designed to provide people with an opportunity to
ments provide state parks, recreational areas, and commune with nature with minimum interference by
beach parks. County and city governments provide civilization.
beach parks, playgrounds, and similar areas. Hawaii has two areas set aside as national parks:

Many of these areas are highly developed and pro- the area of active volcanoes on the Island of Hawaii,
vide a wide variety of recreational opportunities; and Haleakala Crater-Seven Sacred Pools area on the
others have had little or no development and are Island of Maui. Two other areas of national interest
primitive in nature. These areas provide different are the City of Refuge National Historical Park on the
types of recreational opportunities for the needs of Island of Hawaii, and the National Memorial Ceme-
all. tery of the Pacific on Oahu. Thousands of visitors

This publication describes the national parks in Ha- come to these areas each year.

Royal Fish Pond in Place of Refuge National Historical Park.
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HAWAII VOLCANOES NATIONAL PARK 44, '44 2 '14 ,# ..,

This park is the largest in Hawaii. It was estab- .*iz .
lished in 1916 as the Hawaii National Park and includ- . :,/01:¥r·.·t.

ed the dormant volcano of Haleakala, located 80 miles 1
away on the Island of Maui. In 1961, Hawaii National 1 . - . Al*-=.11**1 · I.Park was separated into Hawaii Volcanoes National
Park onthe Island of Hawaii, and Haleakala National ; 44*(~/.»?rr,
Park on Maui.

Hawaii Volcanoes National Park includes two ac- ~~2+4~<fi~r~..f~tive volcanoes. Mauna Loa, the largest volcano in the .4' 49&0 1 E-: :*Af
world, stands more than 30,000 feet from its base and .AA. $4 1,"*LE*' :*~,1,.Li,Yrt, C>*9·:f··*·/4 .9,t,18- I .i'

13,680 feet above sea level. Kilauea is the most active,
most studied and best understood volcano in the F. .. * .

1 ' 5world. Both are relatively young volcanoes, as their . .21 + ~~t~~t ¢L· '' · *~. ' 1:28
>474132% 0 3

growth keeps well ahead of the destructive forces of ~ e· . 1-22. . '. .9/"971'...., 7
erosion. Geologists have calculated that, with its pre- 4 .11.474

I. 1

sent rate of growth, Mauna Loa could have grown to „ ; ~
*Sits present size in the last million years. , I

'./ 4
The park includes a wide range of climatic, soil,

vegetative, and scenic differences. Rainfall varies
from virtually none to more than 100 inches per year.
Vegetation varies from bare lava to dense jungles of
fern and ohia. Temperature varies from a balmy 80 F .
at sea level to below 0 F at the summit of Mauna Loa, :.4. 44 I „1~.
which is often snow covered for several months of the 0<· *44*+*'* ' .£*f~».- ·A .
year. Soils vary from zero, when the lava is erupted, .'F 4...4to deep, highly productive soils capable of producing
high crop yields when properly managed.

The park is located 30 miles from the city of Hilo.
There is a safe, well-paved highway (Route 11) from
Hilo to the park. Well-paved highways within the park
provide easy accessibility to all parts of the area.
These roads are built and maintained by the National
Park Service; however, recent Kilauea eruptions have
destroyed several miles of highway within the park.

At each entrance there is a visitor information cen-
ter and museum that provide information booklets,
slides, pictures, postcards, etc., of the park area. Daily Hawaii Volcanoes National Park has a wide range of scenery,

ranging from tropical fern-ohia jungles (above) to deserts
(below). (National Park Service Photo)
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talks are given in auditoriums, and moving pictures of
recent eruptions are shown. A park concessionaire
operates the Volcano House Hotel on the edge of Ki-

K lauea Crater to provide meals and lodging. The U . S .
military has a rest camp near the Volcano House for
members of the armed forces. Trails give access to
areas of the park where automobiles cannot go. The

¥€ ~~-0~~5.:64- park has more than 900,000 visitors annually.
14 4

R . A. .: I .10,
 Kilauea Volcano

'Ze . 4

This is the most active volcano in the world. Kilauea
Caldera is 21/2 miles long and 2 miles wide at the apex
of the mountain. It was formed by the collapse of a

- cylindrical block that left walls up to 400 feet high.Illillmirlit'... . ' 0
I I

The floor of the caldera is covered by lava flows of
* ~:. .... : I -=I-*r: ..„ * 1919 on the north end, 1921 on the south end, and

1954 in the center. The southern portion also has
many blocks of lava and ash thrown out during an ex-

- 3,500 feet wide and varies in depth according to the
stage and degree of volcanic activity. It is the focus

$.4 . I 
Im.1.- 7.-A of eruptive activity for Kilauea Volcano and the tra-

ditional home of Pele, the Hawaiian Fire Goddess.
Many types of volcanic phenomena are found in the4. r.

. . area of Kilauea Caldera. Fumaroles, or steam vents,
i t.#14, D

„ are quite common due to high rainfall percolating into
. the hot rock and being converted to steam. The steam
.4 . .

. 0 4· 2 f 'L:..... * I.
.

- d. .
.. ..

,

:

p . . I . . '4. , Volcanoes National Park has many features associated with vol-
canism: Steam vents, or fumaroles (top left), sulfur banks, or

--liall""164. sulfateras (center), devasted areas (bottom left). Lookout to
Halemaumau Fire Pit (bottom right).
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bank near Volcano House is an outstanding example
of this, although fumaroles are found throughout the
wetter portions of the park area. Another type of fu-
marole, known as a sulfatera, is represented by the
sulfur banks that are also near Volcano House. Cinder

: isjif&,41'=4'0-~infi cones may be found throughout the park. The interior
structure of a cinder cone can be seen along the Chain
of Craters Road which cuts through a cone. A large- 7.1 + , lii'-, 'i --1 7,6.' ' b•'flf ' i ' · 'ipt'i':- cinder cone also covers the Chain of Craters Road in

: 4.*M.0/12 '44 9, H . 1 1 1 .11 -1.- -1.14' lin , *1 
11 4.1 11 the vicinity of Aloi Crater as a result of the series of

eruptions which began February 22,1969. New cinder
4.1, :11 141.1 1 . E., 11,1~111,4~21.6  ·~~~0 cones may be formed any time an eruption occurs in

the area. Tree molds are found in many areas. These
are formed as hot lava solidifies when it comes in con-
tact with the cool tree trunks. If the lava flows on, it
leaves a lava "tree" standing in its path. If it merely
buries the tree, a hole is left where the tree was. Both
types of tree molds are found throughout the park
area. Earth cracks are also common due to the move-
ment and splitting of the earth's crust during volcanic
activity. Many of these cracks are plastered with lava
that flows into them.

The Chain of Craters marks the east rift zone of-lt,3.32 .1,1 litjl-ill+&-da~=+~* -'2&4~~-2-~
Iliti.51./.IMBM/.=li 3/ 4/L '* Kilauea Volcano. These craters were formed. as was

the Kilauea Caldera, by the collapse of blocks of lava
/169*.4&$.:M////'flfi-=:-A r-«5-4--$--t Lip€*-t»e after the molten lava beneath had drained away. The

r=- --9.79%41id Chain of Craters Road provides easy access to these
----- L craters, up to Aloi Crater, where it has been blocked

-

- by the most recent eruptions .
-

1 --

ag~=il'int~ .=-I__. 1 - - =y i

.

. t ./.:.

0 .I 4

' ..1 ·11, I P:· ,/ I. . ./ . r.....1..

.t: 4921;5*l 6.,44 1,·..
tr *~2,tk*b 0.- 1. f *,, 1 . , 4..1 leal„ ~ I '*1

·

'

Aloi Crater on the Chain of Craters

my'l Road: Before the 1969 eruptions be-
4 2 2 gan (top), and after eight phases of

4 . . 1, the eruption (center). Note the lava
.. +  ring formed as the liquid lava drained

I k. 4 from the partially filled crater.
11  First of the series of eruptions in the

Aloi Crater area (bottom). Note the
1 . • 41iry 1 0- 14:

•e· - lava being thrown in the air and the
I + cracks with smoke and fire coming

forth. (National Park Service Photo)
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Lava tubes are formed by pahoehoel lava flows - . .,1 . ir i + 4
cooling on the surface and sides but remaining liquid (4 .

'2'41 f : .\'in the center. The liquid core flows out leaving a hol- . > I

low tube. Thurston lava tube is an excellent example .74lilli # * ... 4 '
and easily accessible for safe inspection. A hole that .ger : y
resulted from collapse of part of the roof, provides :-1.

a convenient exit from the tube. MIT .4

Kilauea generally has relatively mild eruptions , It *rf:)dq 1 1%1 , 4 4111 ~C,40 ¢marked by fire fountains, caused by gases forcing the
 ,&51*'491 'Ai j .' fliquid lava to heights of 1,900 feet. Most parts of the ' ~

volcano are readily accessible by highway, so people lii·'71,% 'd·, i & ·, 4 i :'-1: ,
drive up to look when an eruption occurs. Airlines also 'Lib ' 11'.1 1.4/ ' I I .

fty excursions to view them-this is Hawaii's drive-in
volcano! In rare instances, water flows into the in- lili ~1111..4 1%~:/1 J~Uff 4..

'

terior channels of the volcano causing explosive type . F ..1
02119. I

eruptions due to steam pressure. Two of this type of -

. n.1 . -'
eruption have occurred in recent times. One in 1790 « = ~.-R ~ ~ -· -
is noted in Hawaiian history because the hot blast of
gases, rocks and dust killed part of a native army *0
marching near the crater. In 1924, dust and steam rose . ·411·~i-

1 1 0to a height of nearly 5 miles, boulders weighing up to 1,1,1
14 tons were thrown out of the crater, and the fire pit
was enlarged from 1,400 feet in diameter to almost
twice that width.

The Volcano Observatory, located on the rim of Ki-
lauea Caldera, was established to study the volcanic
activity in this area. An overlook next to the observa-
tory provides an excellent view of both the caldera
and the fire pit. Some of the seismographs used by the ....MIER<Art||d . *'44,7 * |I |11~I*4 i,L € b' i,1'j 1.........0*,9**168&1„»41!Il,19:17. J .: ..... %:14211.observatory in volcano research can be seen near the 6£0£ =1=-.=1=1.14Z .» . 

8«'r. ·~,2::-~j#4 .':- t.:It.,1.tui~ f

overlook. Important discoveries regarding volcanism illillillillilille;5:Illim;95432Ifillyr.#,5,7/1,9~6-%/ - Aig'Ze'have been made here, and eruptions have been pre- --Im/......I//1/-* s j/ * ..i,~,:. * ~~~~~104, ......=0

dicted. i .. . 1. 11»
I f

[ Pahoehoe lava has a thin glassy crust. .,47 11 1, 1,4-21.1 11.1.3~ /,1 - 111,8,11, 1,,,l'.11•,t 'I

1. - 1.1 : 11, :11 IN©3 12 Al/i"©' i'*'~ 'i: ;. i '

1 ... 1 11, 1 : 1 #, 11 ~ ,»Fl,>kt· 1." f~.'4~·p•c
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..'5'11~1(~~'it j,I.,.~~1~~~r ~.1, 6 35#1*1.I ':.'' '/ '0'~4%~6*M'i

i.tk 3 ----940044...in1.1..™Alw. 7.-=//F |~~~ 1 ~ '12~'Whad'*12;Th'i"@-~

The Thurston Lava Tube (top), is an old lava flow that solidified
on the top and sides. The liquid core ran out leaving a tube or
cave. 

.8 2, I 1, 1,01 1 1 11 1.11 y,i 18 -70·../ CUR
Footprints of a Hawaiian Army are preserved in the ash from .* 4 .· 443':*22.·f'#0~*A~'~i~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~<~
1790 eruption of Kilauea Volcano (bottom). The destruction of b.
this army is credited with assisting King Kamehameha I in his .~.,4.~.4~effort to unify the Hawaiian Islands. (National Park Service photo) - -1 r.1~-
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Mauna Loa :U:~4~rr:„~ , 4

This is a typical shield volcano formed by its fluid
lavas. All volcanoes in Hawaii are of this type and are
built up by successive layers of lava. This volcano has
erupted enough lava during the past 100 years to in-
crease its height by 17 feet. Mauna Loa is about 60 a
miles long by 30 miles wide and contains 10,000 cubic 1 . ~ 916
miles of lava-one of the largest single mountains in *T
the world. A prolific lava producer, it has erupted up ~~r
to 600,000,000 cubic yards of lava in 23 days, and /92 0
some of its lava flows extend 31 miles from their *8
source. No one has lost his life as a result of its erup-
tions, but towns have been covered and other build-
ings and highways destroyed. Mokuaweoweo Caldera
is at the summit of Mauna Loa. It is 3 miles long, 1.5 , --1-

miles wide and 600 feet deep. Most eruptions begin in ·
4 4 .

this caldera and later break out lower down the volca-
no in "flank" eruptions. The lava is full of gas, like F . :
that in Kilauea, and fountains occur in the early stages . .. :, .... . I .

f..,0,1
of an eruption. The lava is very fluid and flows rapi-
dly down the flanks, often reaching the ocean and
building submarine lava flows. The last eruption from
Mauna Loa was in 1950 and lasted 23 days. The long-
est lava flow began in 1855 and continued for 13
months.

Night picture of eruption on Mauna Loa (top), with Mokuaweoweo crater in background. Note lava flowing down mountainside and snow
on top of mountain. (U.S. Geological Survey photo)
Mauna Loa, a typical shield-shaped volcano, is the largest in the world and erupts on an average of every 4 years. (Hawaii Visitors
Bureau photo)
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Fresh lava flows extending down the slope appear A good, narrow, paved road, Mauna Loa strip, goes
black; however, pahoehoe flows may also appear 13.5 miles up to the 6,700-foot level. A trail leads from
silvery gray when the light is reflected from them. the end of the road to the summit of the volcano, 18.5
Older lava flows are dark gray, and still older flows miles away. The road passes by tree molds, Kipuka
are reddish brown due to the oxidation of iron in Puaulu, through the forest and into mountain mead-
them. Lava flows often divide, leaving islands of old- ows. The trail leaves the mountain meadows, passes
er material not covered by the newer flow. The Ha- through straggling, struggling manonis and railliar-
waiians called these islands kipukas. At higher eleva- dias (a relative of the sunflower). At 10,000 feet, it
tions the kipukas consist of gray or brown lava; at low- enters the vast expanse of lava fields extending all the
er elevations the kipukas have groves of large trees way to the summit. When snowfalls extend to the
such as Kipuka Puaulu, described later. 7,000-foot level, people drive out to enjoy a snowball

Mauna Loa also has many of the volcanic features fight and allow their children, many who have never
found in the Kilauea area; however, some, such as fu- seen snow, to play in the cold stuff. Park Service cab-
maroles, are not as common because rainfall is lower ins are located at Red Hill (10,000 feet) and Pendulum
on Mauna Loa. Many of its features are more easily Peak (13,300 feet) near the summit. These may be
seen, as there is less vegetation; at higher elevations, used by hikers, but permission is required.2
there is no vegetation. The rough volcanic terrain re-
sembles the surface of the moon. United States astro-
nauts are sent here for training before going to the -2 For further information write to Ranger in Charge-Hawaii Volcanoesmoon. National Park, Hawaii 96718.

An aa lava flow. The cooling clinkery lava "floats" on the surface of the liquid lava. The weight and force of the lava pushes over large
trees. (U.S. Geological Survey photo)
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Trails
The park contains more than 120 miles of well-

marked trails. The trail to the summit of Mauna Loa,
· .~ described above, requires about 3 days for the round

trip-2 days up and 1 day back. Another interesting
..4. trail leads from the end of the road at Hilina Pali to

Halape on the coast and back. A short hike may be
· taken on the Devastation Trail that goes through the

' area covered by ash during the 1959 eruption of Ki-
lauea Iki. The Crater Rim Trail begins at Park Head-

····

quarters and provides an opportunity to view all the
. '' outstanding features of the Kilauea Caldera area.7 Al#*,7,7.94:r
 Halemaumau Trail has been named the "world's

Ii'
.t

weirdest walk," as it leads across the floor of Kilauea
J

+ Caldera and provides an outstanding opportunity to
.** ; . 41,1,1.,12,1.Zi a . experience volcanic phenomena. The Bird Park Trailt iek.•4,k k# is a self-guided tour of Kipuka Puaulu. It provides an

opportunity to see rare native Hawaiian trees and
birds, unrivaled elsewhere in the islands. Many other
trails, such as the Steaming Bluff Trail, Sandalwood
Trail and Spatter Ridge Trail, provide the opportunity.5.·.:0-vi? it to see specific areas of interest. These trails all inter-

0690%4: 604 sect with the Crater Rim Trail, making it possible to
hike selected portions of the trail.

6. 99%334-41. ... / Permits should be obtained from Park Headquar-
20126-~: 4. ..2 :>·.'4* ters before hiking on back-country trails. Otherwise,

* ~*lj'~t;3 ~~~ ·if~Ii-~ permits are required only for use of park-operated
camping facilities. It is recommended that warm
clothing and sturdy shoes be worn for hiking, as it is

1 -1.-I , ..1 : 3, , usually cool at this elevation and tennis shoes and
.li

thongs do not hold up on the rough lava surface. The
weather in the area is very unpredictable, so that light

j. 1/. 2, rain gear should be carried. Drinking water and food
.... 9./ . 4. are not available along the trails, so carry enough to

. .. meet your needs . Picnic only in designated areas , and
leave the area clean and attractive for others.

'~=pi -1.-i· , 4 . 27 - .= 1 Er' 1 L' 7 1-,0.~ When hiking on Mauna Loa, it is suggested that at
least two people go together, as a single hiker who in-
jures himself would be in serious trouble. Register at
Park Headquarters before going on the mountain, so

-~~~<-4 -14~114*i all times. Elevation sickness is common at or near the
that park rangers will know who is on the mountain at

4- 411 .£4-1+ -t k 1,1...1 summit, due to the relatively rapid climb to the sum--

7  -'* i A &#4 1 6'J --411-2% 4'4 · ··e mit which does not allow the body time to adjust to
the lower oxygen level. This sickness is characterized
by splitting headaches, nausea, pounding heart and

1 1* Allir,12 4.2 14:4 - 1.,t1.~ . d.441 ~ lack of energy.
1.1 - 'I

i '
 plainly marked (top and center). Kipuka Puaulu, or Bird Park, an

-%41 1 Hiking is popular in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. Trails are

area missed by recent lava flows, is a refuge for native birds
3$ illililip-- - - . (bottom). (National Park Service photos)

8



Cabins 1,1 1- f

The National Park Service provides two cabins on
Mauna Loa for the use of hikers; one at Red Hill at an *31 4 & 0-4 1 .5
elevation of 1,000 feet, the other at 13,300 feet near 14. . F<Z -45'~ -0»~<\32-« li. r 2/3&&:illithe summit. Each cabin provides eight bunks with . 'f,--cri Gti~1/£ 4 ~1+
mattresses, blankets, coleman stove and lantern -
(bring your own white gasoline and matches), and -%3%4~~~i~-~ |itt. «--Tligriaa##vir'cooking and eating utensils. There is water at each F  lif

 :

 --T%6/30.81

cabin, but it requires water purification tablets (Hali- '0
11 1 ---21.1.zone) before use. You must bring your own food and .4 - ./ ./

personal articles, including pillows and sheets, if de- . /11'9 I
sired.  0 k .F - 4,"1 I

'

The park concessionaireJ rents camper cabins at #I L _ r. , ./y

.

Namakani Paio Campground. Each cabin is construe- . - -4 ,1,-&+ 4 ,1 . I. ..·4.ted of wood and has one double bed and two double- ' ~ir.  'j·~,I»**=0~}-*~M~+05
 14 . ..4 7 .'"t •. · . *'· 1·· ..fldecker bunks, an outdoor grill, table and benches. -' - ...2 ,~I~*„~~*·tot~'x~~,& #f.#4.454··er,44 4.4" r:

Other furnishings may be obtained for use during ~%&?A

your stay. Overnight accommodations and meals may
be obtained also in the Volcano House on the rim of ma/11/9/N/1:-?~~i- r
Kilauea Volcano.

Camping - -1-4 ra----. -- - . Ir J + 2 f »I -- I:j- 21-
Camping is allowed only in designated areas : Na- tr -re, 20,- 2-34£ -tL * - 7 4-/

makani Paio, Kipuka Nene and Kamoamoa Camp- fic.,2, -El=#-,~Ifi=«-f,~106-1
grounds. These provide drive-in camping, including 0-- 1440 , 2 -1 -£ * :CL
accommodations formobile units. All camps are to be -6-t
established only at fixed fireplace sites within each 4, 374*it U»rt --F- 1 -

4-rcampground. You may collect dead wood on the 1/ , will
ground for fuel; however, it is best to bring your own

ZA'va.Ii/Iiim1=i-1 .lf==-431-,4to insure an adequate supply for your needs. Permits
are required for camping in park areas, which is limit-
ed to 7 days at each campground, with a maximum of · W.--

-- 44*%81 /*.}21 days for the park. Each park provides water, open- g -
air fireplaces, and eating shelters. There are also F.

1 lilli'..

three picnic grounds in the park restricted to family . & .
use only. Back-country camping also may be allowed.

3For further information, write Kilauea Volcano House. Ltd., Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park. Hawaii 96718. . ¥4~

.

.
1

: 3 ..F ~34 .•

Typical cabin available at Namakani Paio Campground (top).
Picnic area near the Kipuka Puaulu (center). Naulu picnic area
(bottom) is accessible only from the Kalapana entrance due to .

 .4 .4, . 9..~4:,~< ~ 4 t p. I. b - I r,:i,;.I.i ~ .,774 ; f

1969 eruptions. Note the Halei Pali, a typical fault block, in the
background. (National Park Service photos)
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Birds and Animals

The most common native birds are the apapane, Other Hawaiian birds found in the park are: Uau,
iiwi, amakihi and the elepaio. The apapane is found or dark-rumped petrel, which nests on the volcanic
extensively in the park, as it feeds upon the nectar slopes in the National Park; kooe kea, or white-tailed
from the flowers of the ohia tree. It is a small red bird tropic bird, which can be seen nesting and flying in
with black wings and tail, crimson breast and whitish Kilauea Caldera; nene, or Hawaiian goose, which was
abdomen. Its black, slightly curved bill helps distin- nearly extinct at one time but is now staging a come-
guish it from the iiwi which is very similar in appear- back in the National Park; io, or Hawaiian hawk,
ance. The iiwi has a sickle-shaped, salmon-colored bill which is common in the park; kolea, or golden plover,
which is longer and more curved than the apa- found in grassy mountain slopes during late August
pane's. 1ts songs are not as musical as those of the to April; pueo, or Hawaiian owl, is common in the
apapane. It also depends upon the nectar of the park and feeds both during day and night; omao is
ohia flower (lehua) for food. common in the park; akiopolaau is a rare bird re-

The amakihi is found in all areas where ohia forests sembling the amakihi; palila depends upon the young
abound. The male is green above and yellow below mamane tree for food and is rarely seen in the park;
with a dark-green tail and a black eye line. The female ou is also rare, the last reported sighting in the park
is much duller in color and lacks the yellow breast. being in 1955; creeper is a shy silent bird found in the
The elepaio is an insect eater and often catches them dense rain forests of the park.
on the wing. Its upper parts are brown and it has Some of the introduced birds that may be found in
a white rump and dark tail, white wing bars and whi- the park are: California quail, found in the dry por-
tish underparts. All of these birds are found through- tions of the park; ring-necked pheasant, found mostly
out the park but are especially abundant in the Bird in open country but also in native forest areas; chukar
Park area. frequents the arid rocky areas above the tree line,

Wildlife abounds in the National Park area. The Nene, or Hawaiian Goose, once almost extinct, is making a comback here. (National
Park Service photo)

% 4
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although may be found in some other areas as well;
skylark is found mostly at higher elevations; red-billed
leiothrix is found in most parts of the park; white eye,
or mejiro, is found throughout the park at all eleva- 24 ,
tions.

All of the mammals found in the park are intro-
duced species that have gone wild in Hawaii. Feral
goat is common and very destructive to native vege-
tation in the park. It is easily recognized by its long
flowing hair and beard. If captured when young, it -
will stay close to its human friends and may be par-
tially controlled by this means. 1 % Wl? m

Wild pig, introduced by the early Hawaiians, is U.· * *4% f·Wi=~ ifound throughout the wetter areas of the park. They
k -4:¥3-e*¢ t-fi-,2have been seen feeding along the Chain of Craters

Road in the area destroyed by the series of 1969 erup- 4 1%4- , 4 . I

tions in the Aloi Crater area. These animals are wild, fyi - 1% - %:
should not be approached closely, and may be quite -

1 -dangerous if cornered. tr~ ..ig *Mil-'-b- RI:-3 'T#f¥!00 - I

Feral cats cause great damage to ground-nesting
birds such as the nene and uau. These are not com-
mon in the park. li. -•*Af. 8 -' - ....* & = &. --- -4/;

The mongoose was introduced to help control rats; ... - -
-.

however, it is a daytime animal and rats are nocturnal
so they have not been very effective in rat control.
The mongoose spreads rapidly and is very destructive
to the eggs and young of ground-nesting birds and an The Feral Goat is very destructive to vegetation.

endless variety of other native species of fauna.
Other wild animals that may be seen are dogs, cat-

tle and sheep. These are no longer common but a few
The ohia tree grows throughout the park, on newmay still be seen in the more remote sections of the

park. lava flows, in the high rainfall fern forests and in cli-
matic areas in between. This tree has a beautiful red
flower, called the lehua by the Hawaiians, that serves

Plants as the source of food for some of Hawaii's native
birds.5The National Park has a wide range of environ-

Kipukas such as Kipuka Puaulu and Kipuka Ki arements which permits the growth of a great variety of
excellent areas to observe native trees in their naturalplants, including several adaptations of the same
habitat. Many of these plants are found in no otherplant due to the different ecological systems in which
location and provide excellent examples of the inter-they are found.
action (ecology) of geological and biological forces onThere are more than 70 species of fern4 found in the
plant growth and development.park. The most famous are the giant tree ferns that

The National Park provides protection for thesegrow in the tropical rain forest along Crater Rim
native birds and plants by maintaining their area inRoad. There are four different species of tree ferns;
its original condition-a little bit of America un-some grow to a height of 35 feet, including the fronds.
spoiled. Please help keep it that way so that all whoThese ferns grow as an understory of large ohia trees,
come may enj oy this beautiful and interesting area.which take root very readily in the fern and rapidly

outgrow them. The trunk of the tree fern contains
much starch and was used as food by the Hawaiians 4Hubbard, D.H., 1952 "Ferns of Hawaii National Park" Hawaii Na-

tural History Association, Honolulu, describes these in detail and
in time of famine. Other ferns were used for a red shows pictures and/ or sketches of the more abundant species.
dye, for lining and thatching houses and for food. 5Hubbard, D.H. and V.R. Burder, Jr., 1960 "Trailside Plants of Ha-
Some ferns are highly resistant to heat and drought waii National Park" Hawaii Natural History Association and the self-

and are among the first plants, along with the ohia guiding natural trail for Kipuka Puaulu published by the National
Park Service both provide excellent descriptions and some drawings

tree, to take root on new lava flows. and pictures of plants found in the park area.
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Mal HALEAKALA NATIONAL PARK1-WWL 2 11.2 7:*. Haleakala, the second largest national park in Ha-
?-'%

1 8.1 = i waii, was established in 1916 as part of the Hawaii
National Park. It was made a separate park in 1961
and was enlarged in 1970 by the addition of the Kipa-
hulu area, including the Seven Sacred Pools. The
park now consists of more than 20,000 acres, most of

-4 0 .*: -4
%4 - - which is within the main feature of the park-Halea-

- kala Crater.i,f#Yri 41*- _ > 7-
. 0 + 2 . V # 4. 43/5 .3% The park is located on Haleakala Mountain, one of

the world's large dormant volcanoes. It extends from
sea level to 10,025 feet, the summit of the mountain.
Climatic conditions vary from the heavy rainfall area
of the eastern side of the mountain, with up to 300

- inches of rain per year, to the dry, low rainfall areas
of the western side of the mountain with less than 15
inches per year. Vegetation and soils also vary widelyriA- c. -9 -2-1 -2- 9 -4 --
with rainfall.

.-li**91*159=719_29*- ~FL*'5» Seven Sacred Pools at Kupahulu in the Hana area of Maui (top).
2. (Hawaii Visitors Bureau photo)4 -

The largest cinder cone in this view of Haleakala Crater (bottom)
is taller than the Empire State Building. (National Park Service

n *'-''' photo)1 0
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Haleakala Park Headquarters is located 27 miles Haleakala Crater is 71/2 miles long and 214 miles
from Kahului Airport on Maui. It is reached by a well- wide. The circumference is 21 miles. As one looks
paved narrow road that winds up the mountain. It is across the deep depression from the visitors observa-
narrow but there is room to pass when meeting an- tory, he is impressed with its unusual "Z" form which
other car. The weather generally is clear in the morn- is unlike any true caldera or crater. To the left is Koo-
ing, but during the afternoon clouds accumulate from lau Gap through which lavas flowed and partially
the 3,000-foot to 7,000- or 8,000-foot level, so you will filled Keanae Valley and through which clouds drift
be driving through fog (clouds). Above this level, how- into the crater during the afternoon. To the right is
ever, the sun will often be shining. It is worth the trip Kaupo Gap through which lavas flowed into Kaupo
to see the sunset behind these same clouds, or to Valley and through which clouds also enter the cra-
watch the sunrise from the crater rim. It is best to be ter. At the far end of the depression is Kipahulu Val-
there by 4:30 or 5:00 a.m., as the sun rises very early ley rising above the lavas of the crater floor. To the
at this altitude.6 left is White Hill from which the Sliding Sands trail

The mornings and evenings are cool at all times of begins its descent into the crater, and on the right is
the year. During winter, snow is common and warm Magnetic Peak which affects a compass so that it is
clothing is needed. useless in the area. On a clear day, Mauna Kea and

The park had almost 150,000 visitors in 1969; about Mauna Loa, 80 miles away, can be seen from the ob-
4,000 remained overnight or longer. servatory.

Haleakala Crater
The maj or natural feature of the park is Haleakala

Crater. This is not a true crater. It is a huge depression
formed during a long erosional epoch after the origi-
nal volcanic activity had ceased. Huge amphitheater
valleys were formed as Kaupo and Keanae streams
eroded; these were cut back to the summit and then t, .

..

coalesced to form a large deep depression. A later
period of volcanic activity partially filled the depres-
sion and valleys with lava. Evidence of this activity is
shown by cinder cones, vents , and lava flows within her .
the crater. The great size of many of the cinder cones ... 7<7, ·· $-. ··#.. <.2-t>* -.-·- 1. i<£*#L~W~&&M
is dwarfed by the large depression in which they .lilli

occur. Many unusual and interesting features are a
result ofthis volcanic activity. A partially buried spat-
ter cone named Ka Puaa o Pele (Pele's pigpen) and a -&09*667:tiz .~U*- - < - ·k-/ :7//252/
deep vent know as the bottomless pit are examples of
such features. The large lava fiows partially masked
the interstream divides between adjacent valleys; the
interstream divide between Kaupo and Kipahulu Val-
leys, which projects above the sea of lava, is an ex-
ample of this phenomenon.

Aerial view of Haleakala Crater and road to crater (top). Note
effects of erosion on the walls of the crater. (Photo courtesy Dr. + '
Agatin Abbott)
A popular method of entering the crater is by horseback (bottom). 4 -

6Phone Park Headquarters (ph: 422-361) for latest information on p'*dig~**.,4.4·25:.u :.......:·e 6, -f.zi.-. ' *. ir), : -.·t' . ' I.
visibility in the crater. PAMLMA.4.1*,¥*162,6.4&.·4/7,V9· .-T:....,t./- '- ,· ·· -
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Trails vations should be made up to 6 months in advance.7
If reservations will not be used, notify the park rang-

Three major trails lead into Haleakala, and a net- ers so someone else may use the cabins. Although
work of trails across the crater floor lead to the cabins each cabin will accommodate 12 persons, it is reserved
and various points of interest. The best known of for your exclusive use except for passing hikers to ob-
these is the Sliding Sands trail which begins near tain drinking water and to rest or eat lunch. Visitors
White Hill; others are Halemauu and Kaupo trails. It may occupy cabins for three consecutive nights but
is generally recommended that you enter by the Slid- can occupy any one cabin for two nights.
ing Sands trail and exit through the trails at lower Leaders of youth groups must be 21 years old; with
elevation, as this trail is very steep and arduous for the other groups or parties, one member must be at least
return trip. The Halemauu trail enters the crater from 18 years of age. Visitors are required to obtain permits
the 8,000-foot level. It descends down the face of for trips to the floor of the crater. The permit plus cab-
1,500-foot Leleiwi Pali (cliff) on its way to the crater in keys and information may be obtained at Park
floor. It is the easiest of all the trails for entrance and Headquarters. Check again when leaving to return
exit into the crater and is recommended for exit by keys and let them know you are safely out of the cra-
those who enter on the Sliding Sands trail. ter. Food, gasoline, film, etc., cannot be purchased

The Kaupo trail exits from the summit depression in the park but must be obtained elsewhere. When
through Kaupo Gap and down Kaupo Valley. It de- using cabins, bring your own food, water for the trail,
scends very rapidly to the Kaupo ranch below the matches, dish towels, pillows and sheets and other
park boundary. It is 8 miles from Paliku cabin to personal articles desired. Dress should be the same as
ranch headquarters and another 192 miles to Kaupo for hikers.
Village. It is an interesting trail but is recommended
for exit only, as it is steep and an arduous climb on an Camping
exposed south slope. If this trail is to be used, arrange
for someone to pick you up at Kaupo, as the village Hosmer Grove, near Park Headquarters, provides
is 50 miles from central Maui by the shortest road, facilities for camping and picnicking. This is a beauti-
and transportation from the village is difficult to ob- ful mixed stand of trees that offers restful camping,
tain. Part of the trail is over private property; no pre- protection from the wind, and an opportunity to see
vious permission is required, but take care to close and hear some of the birds of the area. The area pro-
gates and protect property so the next hiker may be vides water, fuel, rest rooms, picnic tables and bar-
allowed to use the trail. becue grills. The camping areas are available on a

All hikers should register with the Park Headquar- first-come, first-served basis. Camping is permitted in
ters before entering the crater and check out before the crater, but no specific facilities are provided for
leaving. Office hours are 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. This the purpose. The same rules as for hikers apply to
is for your protection, as it is easy to become lost on campers in the crater. They must provide their own
the floor of the crater. Hikers should wear comfort- cooking stoves, as open fires are not permitted in the
able clothing and take sufficient water and food to crater.
meet their requirements. A jacket and/ or raincoat
should be taken, as it may be cool and rainy at any Birds and Animals
time in some parts of the crater. Temperatures during The apapane and iiwi may be seen up to the 8,000-
sunny periods are comfortable, but night tempera- foot level, as they are associated with ohia which
tures may drop to below freezing any time of the year. provides them with food. The amakihi is fond of the

Cabins mamane blossoms and, though not numerous, is found
throughout the park. The nene, or Hawaiian goose, is

Three overnight cabins are provided for visitors to very rare, but some may be seen in the area near Pali-
the crater fioor: Holua at the foot of Leleiwi Pali, ku cabin. The pueo, Hawaiian owl, may be found fly-
Kapalaoa, and Paliku which is in a different climatic ing over grasslands near the park entrance or near
zone due to clouds bringing abundant moisture to the Paliku cabin. Koae, or tropic bird, and uau, or
area. These are maintained by the National Park Ser- dark-rumped petrel, may be found near the palis in
vice. Each is equipped with drinking water, wood- the crater. The golden plover is common except dur-
burning cookstove, firewood, kerosene lamps, cooking ing the period of May to August when it is in Alaska.
and eating utensils, and triple-tiered bunks equipped
with mattresses, mattress covers and blankets, but no -7For further information write to Superintendent, Haleakala National
sheets or pillows. Rates are very reasonable. Reser- Park, Box 456, Kahului, Hawaii 96732.
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Introduced birds, such as the ring-necked pheasant, 8612.-6,4:71 6-6 - %
chukar, partridge, California quail and skylarks are ~~t&.,2 ' i ~* ~. 5*6bcommon.8

The feral goat is the greatest problem in the Halea- -ty .

kala area, as it destroys the silversword, mamane and ~·>~ ~ 0 . .+ . ., 4.'. I ..,

OF·~ 1

other desirable vegetation. Wild pigs are found in the - .A-wilt#Flb

wet forested areas below Koolau Gap and in Kipahulu . )*9/tr' 5
Valley. The mongoose, also an introduced animal, is E . 1/.4.7.1 1
quite common in the park area. ....A-#., i pril 9 '-'* 4 j. i'., 41 . ./ A

Plants :lillillill'llilillillill'Le,IM ' 1 lith ily< I
The most famous plant is the silversword, a relative ........~~82 11/920.:'t, -

of the sunflower. This plant will grow for 4 to 30 years .......342/,A
before it blooms. It then produces a flower stalk 1 to 9 4...mi-wi im3x * s.:413 .2feet tall with one to several hundred purplish sun- -- 4 4 /, ~
flowerlike blooms. After the seeds mature, the plant - /UE,0, i i ~~
dies. This plant almost became extinct due to the rav- Phi ..
ages of the feral goat and of visitors who used to take
plants to show friends they had been to the crater.
Plants can be found in all stages of growth in a fenced -
enclosure near Kalahaku Overlook and along the 'Mule'llir I-·dhill'll.....IM"ZI// 4 #/1 12.1

trails in the central portion of the crater. .givrmWM#yip----7 I I'*~765 :,i r/1 J,(/,112·Mild
Other plants found are the ohia, ferns, bracken, ,~_2-m~ ; 14 1 ~1- iftlt*M,W~Aqlichens, mamane and many others. Many of these

develop characteristics found only on Haleakala be-
cause of the distinctive environment. The unstable
permeable ash retains little water and provides in- .f~211 ~~~.secure anchorage for plants. It has no soil and very 0

J'111*L < Ik

little available mineral nutrients. Plants are isolated,
subjected to wide variations in temperature in rela- --2- 1

tively short periods of time and exposed to winds. , 11 + 1 111;  'lili
 

/

These factors combine to develop plants unique to :AIL I' .~, '. 3 ~

..1+El r 'j. y *4the area-presenting a fascinating study in ecology. --tr«* 7,

*For more detailed information on birds, mammals and plants, see "A
.3kgGuide To Haleakala National Park" by George Ruhle, published by i

Hawaii Natural History Association.

Camping in Hosmer Grove near the entrance to Haleakala Park (top left). (National Park Service photo)
Silversword (right top and bottom) is found only in Hawaii. It often grows to a height of 9 feet.
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. # CITY OF REFUGE

1 B NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK

This park is located 111 miles from Hilo and 20
+ miles from Kailua-Kona. It is reached by a side road,./. Y Route 16, 3 miles down the mountain from Highway

11. The park was established in 1961 to preserve the
rich archaeological and historical sites of the area. It
consists of 180 acres encompassing the traditional
seat of the Kingdom of Kona, the Pu'uhonua-0-Ho-
naunau-better known as the City of Refuge-many

I I -- burial and shelter caves, and other important sites.
- The park is open all year. Points of interest are visited

on foot and identified by a self-guide booklet obtained
at the beginning of the visit. A modern visitors center

"6  ..:-I'...... I

is provided to explain the historical and geological
- *•43-/44- I .d/"""'I-. Af~

ZI~,Im.* ' lat%3 .MillgiffLLVAIJ, falm origins of the Park.
9.97£-1

Place of Refuge

The main feature of the park is the Place of Refuge.
This area was established to provide sanctuary for
noncombatants and defeated warriors during time of-p= >-to-· ff,- rpil-: . '-34- 4 ->Akt'< 4-'9~ f war and for kapu breakers . Any person who entered

;  *111
0 was protected from death and all punishment by the

. , 6 ... I fi: I.filifyi ~,f'i<il power of the gods of the area. The gods of this place- d. n., 9, 47 lt- 11 .bE;i-Ii;ttili i ~~1 ,-1 of refuge were the traditional ones (Kane, etc.) and# 1 1 1.= pel , '41 1:,1, 1,1 1! jill '1' '*43*liti IiI 1'- ' dgilii ·14 !' i jlili lit util bil the spirits of deified dead chiefs-spirits who could
A~- lead the souls of men to safety or destruction.

--
1 E. , L. i./ 

1
 -E-=-----2,1=---S-- All who sought refuge were admitted from any part

1 4 lili 
--..+

1. 1 of the island or from another island. No trial was re-
quired to determine their guilt or innocence. War
refugees stayed until the war was over; kapu breakers
usually stayed a few hours or overnight until they

4 *Cy # 1.~ were purified by the priests. The protection of the
57'*f ·~ ~ sacred place went with them, and they were then free¢

' ~ 1~ to return to their homes.
0 ~ There was usually a place of refuge in every major

district of all the inhabited Islands of Hawaii. The
„ one in the National Historical Park is historically the

4 1/.1 1 most important and the only one which has survived

The Place of Refuge, enclosed within a great wall,
1.,4 64 B almost intact.lili.
ina ..--- 4 5 is located upon a small peninsula built into the sea by

Pr e . an ancient pahoehoe lava flow. Springs in the nearbyI--

cove provided the refugees with brackish water.
There is no record or legend that indicates when

the Place of Refuge was established, but it is believed
, to have been in operation before Columbus discover-

ed America. It remained in use until 1819 when the
I . e¥ A... 4, old system of kapus and religion was destroyed.

Picture wall tells the story of the Hawaiian people who lived
near the Place of Refuge (top). Ki'i, now known as Tiki's (bottom), are carved from native Ha-

waiian ohia wood and represent deities worshipped by ancient
Hale-0-Keawa (center), reconstructed ancient Hawaiian heiau. Hawaiians.
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a .The Great Wall -f

.ad.lip>'IM.....3/.-„LiReligious sanctions were the primary force in main- \ /3.7
.taining a pu'uhonua and enforcing its protection of

refugees . However, some degree of physical protec- *aCAL.~0 -1*.4 9./J///11/
tion was also required. This was provided by the 4 .4.41---1-~Ail/Ar.'-3.1,2*VM.

I -- .111. „11Great Wall, built about 1550, which forms the inland Rt. I

boundaries of the Place of Refuge. The Alealea heiau, - a=~---,=. -4 =>~ - - --
whose large stone platform still stands within the wall, ~~ i E Y+fl'~441*; 2%14,j~ffur - I ' .Ubvirl .5. * )34.was also built at this time.

The Great Wall is 1,000 feet long and averages 10 3> *.1,7.,~1..;Ii,~~
feet in height and 17 feet in width. One length of the '~

-3wall begins at Honaunau Bay and extends more than . •: I :1* .1 ·. . - .. .-: - 4· rr
600 feet to the corner. Another length begins at the 

¥4.4:6: 4~ · -4 a. +

corner and runs almost 400 feet toward the open sea.
At one time this portion of the wall extended to the The Great Wall of the Place of Refuge was built of volcanic stonesea, but it has been partially destroyed by tidal waves. put together without mortar. The ramp was for horse traffic.

The Hawaiian masons laid their stones without
mortar, similar to the method used by the Incas of
Peru. In the Great Wall, the best or flat face of each
stone was set outward. The largest stone in the face of Wall. The small sloping cove next to Hale-0-Keawe
the wall is 6% feet high, more than 5 feet wide and 2 was the landing and launching site for the kings' ca-
feet thick. It weighs between 4 and 6 tons. The wall noes. The members of the court lived near the king
was opened and a ramp was built for horses to enter along the shore to the south of Honaunau Bay.
during the late 1800's. This ramp is now used as a The common people were on the opposite shore of
visitors entrance into the area. Honaunau Bay and inland of the chiefs' homes.

Many important archaeological sites in the park show
Temples the type and size of the buildings used in the area,

burial and shelter caves, trails, etc., that were used byThe Place of Refuge was established by a ruling these ancient Hawaiians.king. It was operated in conjunction with a heiau All houses, both for kings and commoners, were(temple) whose gods (ki'i or tikis) protected the Place one-room structures of wooden frames. The kings'of Refuge and whose priests operated it. There were houses were covered with ti leaves while those of thethree temples in the City of Refuge at Honaunau. commoners were covered with pili grass thatch. Com-The ruins of the first heiau stand near the sea. Many moners usually had one small hut that was used forof the stones from its platform were used in building storage and shelter from the infrequent storms of theAlealea heiau, the second temple, in 1550; the large area. A chiefs home usually consisted of three orstone platform within the Great Wall is all that re- more houses, each for a specific purpose, and the kingmains of this heiau. The third heiau, Hale-0-Keawe, would have ten or more houses.was built in 1650 and was in use until 1819. This heiau
was not destroyed in 1819 with the other temples, as Plants
it served as a royal mausoleum. However, the bones
of the deified chiefs and kings were removed in 1829 The Honaunau area, like much of Hawaii, was bar-

ren lava or soil before the first foreign visitors arrived.and the temple razed. It has been reconstructed by
There were groves of coconut used for food, pandanusthe National Park Service and stands at the edge of

Honaunau Bay at the end of the Great Wall. Many (hala) and koa along the coast. Pili grass, used for
thatching homes, and many medicinal plants grew,ki'i's, carved from ohia wood by Hawaiian people,
and still grow, in the park area. Much of the area isstand in the enclosure of Hale-0-Keawe as they did
covered with thorny vegetation, nonnative grasses andbefore the temple was destroyed.
other plants brought by these visitors. These plants

Royal Palace Grounds rapidly established themselves, at the expense of the
native plants, due to a lack of competition and pests

The kings of Kona and their courts occupied the in Hawaii. The National Park Service is now clearing
most choice dwelling sites in the Honaunau area. The away these undesirable plants and restoring the na-
palace grounds were on the inland side of the Great tive vegetation in the park area.
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NATIONAL MEMORIAL CEMETERY
OF THE PACIFIC

The National Cemetery was constructed in the typi-
cal broad and shallow crater of a tuff cone, known as

means "reverence to the highest degree, to hallow."
"puowaina" by the Hawaiian people. This name

1 .r ..+41442 ;1 4,: FL 6 . d . ..5. 11% Puowaina was venerated as a resting place for the

-112 2-2 12-Lf*-326 weary by the old Hawaiians. The cone is known better
.. 0~ ~~20 e . ~1• as Punchbowl, so-named by early sailors who visited

Honolulu and noted that the cone with its broad, shal-
1- I.¥Kpi=~ low crater resembled a giant punchbowl.

Punchbowl was formed late in the geological his-
.4~1~,~20 tory of Oahu, some 75,000 to 100,000 years ago during

teM¥.- 18~41.7, 4 . ./. 82 Ii:4:jA~, ..frd the Honolulu period of secondary volcanic activity.
. I. Its formation was due to magma or hot lava rising

~4 ,0 ,L ': .1...i.. :.14~%1~ through cracks in the old coral reef that extended to
the foot of the Koolau Range at that time. As the hot
lava rose in these cracks, it contacted rocks saturated

- f{~* „~ with water. The water became superheated, much as
4, 9~1' : J~~85/3~~ in an ordinary pressure cooker, and resulted in steam

f .)(JEr.1:4:-lip'itit'ft *-9>4 .£. 24..22'.i .15;. .76£/N explosions that deposited a brown ash layer around
the active vent.· **LA-*'# * - 019)e~r .. The trade winds blowing during the period of acti-
vity piled the ash on the leeward side of the cone,r causing the west side of the crater to be higher than

j the east side. The sides have been gullied by water
1 erosion in what appear to be giant scratches. The

Cemetery was built in a young, loose black ash deposi-
r

ted 5,000 to 10,000 years ago by eruptions from nearby
1. 69~'*~ Mt. Tantulus and Round Top. The tuff of the cone is

". ' b.~·4?·~~me/TW"Mill// brown and hard as shown in an exposure along the
road leading up to the Cemetery. Other famous tuff
Cones of the same period of activity and formed in the
same manner are Diamond Head, Salt Lake and Ko-
ko Head Crater.

The Cemetery was begun in August 1948 under
the supervision of the Honolulu District Corps of
Army Engineers, and dedicated September 2, 1949 on

*-3 the fourth anniversary of V-J Day, which marked the
I . 6- ..,12~ end of World War II.

2,9 , .r.Age ax.JU It contains 112 acres and is the largest of three
- national cemeteries supervised by the U.S. Army out-

side of the continental United States. lt is the first
national cemetery established in the Pacific area.

' '451/6.....i  The Cemetery contains 19,500 interred remains
W-1-- ....: from World War H and the Korean police action;

'111.11.1~ - twenty of these are Medal of Honor winners. The

National Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific (top). Eight Courts
of the Missing (center) list the names of 26,280 missing heroes

c whose bodies were never found. A 30-foot female figure, holding
a laurel branch, overlooks the court (bottom).
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graves of many famous persons are found here also, BIBLIOGRAPHY
such as war correspondent Ernie Pyle who was killed
during the invasion of Okinawa in 1945. Bannick, N. 1967. Hawaii: A Guide to All the Islands,

A memorial stairs, flanked by eight "courts of the Sunset Travel Books. Lane Books, Menlo Park, Cali-
missing," lists the names of 26,280 American service- fornia.
men whose bodies were never recovered; 18,093 of Butcher, D. 1968. Our National Parks in Color. C.N.
these from World War II, and 8,187 from the Korean Potter, Inc., New York, 2nd Ed.
action. At the top level is the Court of Honor, chapel, Frome, M. 1968. Rand MeNally National Park Guide.pool, and map galleries, depicting the campaigns in Rand MeNally & Co., Chicago, New York, San Fran-the Pacific during World War H and in Korea. Over-

CISCO.looking the Court is a 30-foot high female figure hold-
ing a laurel branch. This memorial was open to the Hawaii Audubon Soc., 1967. Hawaii Birds. Hawaii
public in January 1965. Audubon Soc., Honolulu.

An observation point in the Cemetery provides a Hubbard, D.H. 1952. Ferns of Hawaii National Park.
magnificent view of Honolulu, from the International Hawaii Nature Notes Vol. V, No. 1 Hawaii NaturalAirport to Diamond Head. History Association Ltd., Hawaii Volcanoes NationalThe Cemetery is beautifully landscaped and meti- Park, Hawaii 96718.culously maintained. It is divided into lettered sec- Hubbard, D.H. and V.R. Bender, Jr. 1960. Trailsidetions, and graves are numbered in sequence, begin- Plants of Hawaii National Park. Hawaii Nature Notesning with the corner nearest the flagpole and con-

Vol. IV No. 1, Hawaii Natural History Association,tinuing to the far corner of the plot.
Ltd.A visitors' center provides rest rooms and cold

drinking water near the entrance to the Cemetery. Macdonald, G.A. and A.G. Abbott. 1970. Volcanoes
Rest rooms are also located at the memorial. The in the Sea: the Geology of Hawaii. Univ. of Hawaii
Cemetery is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily and 8 Press, Honolulu.
a.m. to 7 p.m. on Memorial Day. In 1969, there were Macdonald, G.A. and W. Kepelka. 1969. Anatomy ofmore than 800,000 visitors from all parts of the world. an Island. Bishop Museum Press, Honolulu.Several unusual trees are found in the area of the Macdonald, G.A. and D.H. Hubbard, 1968. VolcanoesCemetery : The fish fuddle tree (Piscidia piscipula L. of the National Parks in Hawaii. Hawaii Natural His-Sarg.), the needle flower tree (Posoqueria latifolia), tory Association, Ltd., Hawaii Volcanoes Nationalthe pencil tree (Euphorbia tirucalli L.) and the Hondu- Park, Hawaii 96718.ras or West Indies mahogany (Swietenia mahogoni
Jacq.), as well as many trees common in Hawaii. Neal, M.C. 1965. In Gardens of Hawaii. Bishop Mu-

The only wildlife found in the area is the golden seum Press, Honolulu.
plover, which migrates each year from Alaska to the Ruhle, G. 1968. A Guide to Haleakala National Park,same area of the Cemetery, apparently undisturbed by Island of Maui, Hawaii.
the large number of visitors to the park. Indeed they Stearns, H.T. 1966. Geology of the State of Hawaii.seem to "stake out" an area which they consider their Pacific Books, Palo Alto, California.own and which no other bird will enter.

Stearns, H.T. 1966. A Geological Field Trip of the
State of Hawaii. Pacific Books, Palo Alto, California.

r.
11 --"
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- . * 0 .

16-4 i'- .7,
' r . The map galleries of the Memorial depict the campaigns of the

r _
 Pacific and Korea.
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